ADHP/CITA Required Instruments 2020-2021

Includes:

A) Mouth Mirror with handle/Untinted front-surface/non-disposable
B) XP23/06 Michigan O Expro w/ Williams markings
C) ODU #11/12 explorer
D) Sickle Scaler: (double-end) Nos. U-15/30
E) Curette: (double-end) Gracey Nos. 1/2
F) Curette: (double-end) Gracey Nos. 3/4
G) Curette: (double-end) Gracey Nos. 11/12
H) Curette: (double-end) Gracey Nos. P7/P8
I) Curette: (double-end) Columbia Nos. 13/14

Be sure to also have Safety glasses for August session.